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ABSTRACT:  Over the course of human history each state decided on its own how
broadly and how extensively to encroach on social conditions, i.e. which tasks to
take on. However, the growth of state tasks and abstractions by the state (taxation) is
a historical fact, particularly in the 20 th century. Centralization of state duties and
GDP (40-50% of it!) in a bigger scale into the state budget by the 1980s led to the
obvious fact that this tendency cannot be continued, the model of state-concept needs
a change. It came forward firstly in the Anglo-Saxon countries, than in the developed
countries such as France, Germany, etc.. From the public law crisis public management
reforms could have meant the way out.
The public management reforms can be classified into three tendencies dependent
upon aspects of how the state or rather the administration tries to solve the social
problems. According to this, on one hand, we can talk about the technical, the value-
and participation-based, as well as about the regulative approach, and on the other
hand, about the tendency of “New Public Management”, “Good Governance” and
“Neo-Weberism”. This essay takes a look at these approaches, tendencies and their
most important features briefly.
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Over the course of human history state tasks have changed permanently, and in the
long run each state decided (decides) on its own how broadly and how extensively to
encroach on social conditions, i.e. which tasks and of what kind to take on. However, the
growth of state tasks – and accordance with, abstractions by the state (taxation) also – is
a historical fact, particularly in the 20th century. Francis Fukuyama wrote the following
about this: “While in the beginning of the 20th century the state sectors consumed ten
percent of gross domestic product in most of the Western European countries and in the
United States, by 1980s this rate increased to almost fifty percent (in the social democratic
Sweden up to seventy percent).”1
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